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came  after delivering a paper that began to answer that question, when Jan 
Slaby asked  whether the paper would become a book. I am grateful to both 
Jonas and Jan, but their questions would not have been pos si ble without an 
invitation from Kerstin Schankweiler to visit Berlin in 2017 for the inspiring 
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themes, and case studies and the generous engagement of the audiences at 
 those talks with the limits and potentials of my thinking made for a much 
stronger book.

 Earlier versions of parts of this book  were also published in academic 
journals but have since been revised extensively. I am im mensely grateful to 
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the editors and peer reviewers who guided  these texts at a formative stage. 
Parts of chapter 1 draw from “How to Witness a Drone Strike,” Digital War 
(2022), published in a special issue edited by Olga Boichak and Andrew 
Hoskins. What would eventually become sections of chapter 3 appeared in 
“Climate Trauma, or the Affects of the Catastrophe to Come,” Environmen-
tal Humanities 10:1 (2018). An  earlier version of chapter 4 was published as 
“Radical Absence: Encountering Traumatic Affect in Digitally Mediated 
Disappearance,” Cultural Studies 32:1 (2018), in a special issue on media and 
affect edited by Sarah Cefai.

I am doubly (if not triply) thankful to Sarah Cefai, who orchestrated my 
visit to Goldsmiths in 2020, on the cusp of the pandemic, which led to con-
versations that pushed me to resolve some thorny questions with Joanna Zyl-
inska, Matt Fuller, Chris Woods, Ariel Caine, Eyal Weizman, Susan Schuppli, 
Shela Sheikh, and Sarah herself.

Conversations large and small, online and off, with a host of interlocu-
tors contributed in large and subtle ways to the ideas in this book or helped 
cheerlead it into existence. Thank you Adrian Mackenzie, Amy Gaeta, An-
drew Yip, Anthony McCosker, Ayesha Jehangir, Baden Pailthorpe, Boram 
Jeong, Carolyn Pedwell, Casey Boyle, Chad Shomura, Charlotte Farrell, 
Chris Agius, Chris O’Neill, Chrstine Parker, Crystal Abidin, Declan Kuch, 
Donovan Schaefer, Edgar Gomez Cruz, Elke Schwarz, Emma Jane, Emma 
Quilty, Fleur Johns, Gilbert Caluya, Hagit Keysar, Hannah Buck, Heather 
Horst, Hussein Abbass, Jake Goldenfein, James Parker, Janet Chan, Ja-
than Sadowski, Jennifer Terry, Jenny Rice, Jodi Brooks, Joel Stern, Joseph 
DeLappe, Joseph Pugliese, Jussi Parikka, Karin Sellberg, Kat Higgins, Kath-
rin Maurer, Kathryn Brimblecombe- Fox, Kynan Tan, Larissa Hjorth, Liam 
Grealy, Lilie Chouliaraki, Lisa Slater, Louise Ravelli, Lyria Bennett- Moses, 
Mark Andrejevic, Matthew Arthur, Mel Gregg, Michael Balfour, Michal Gi-
voni, Michele Barker, Milissa Dietz, Monique Mann, Nathaniel Rivers, Ned 
Rossiter, Niamh Stephenson, Nisha Shah, Olga Boichak, Omar Al- Ghazzy, 
Paul Frosh, Poppy de Souza, Rachel Morley, Rowan Wilken, Sarah Truman, 
Sonia Qadir, Sukhmani Khorana, Tess Lea, Tim Neale, Tom Sear, Verena 
Staub, Willy Blomme, Xan Chacko, Yanai Toister, and all  those that I have 
inevitably forgotten. Some of the most rewarding conversations took place 
with participants in the Drone Cultures symposium that changed incarnation 
from in- person to online over the course of 2020 and via the Drone  Futures 
seminar series that I ran online through the first year of the pandemic. Spe-
cial thanks to Ronak Kapadia, Antoine Bousquet, Jairus Grove, J. D. Schnepf, 
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Kate Chandler, Mahwish Chishty, Thomas Stubblefield, Caren Kaplan, and 
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spirators in the Media  Futures Hub. One of  great joys of academic life has 
been learning from my gradu ate students Simon Taylor, Meng Xia, Asal 
Mahmoodi, Theresa Pham, Rachel Rowe, Bron Miller, Kyla Allison, Maddie 
Hichens, Katariina Rahikainen, and Maryam Alavi Nia.

Remarkable comrades in academic life have enriched my world. Deepest 
thanks to Anna Gibbs, who set me on the path; Meera Atkinson, my first 
academic partner in crime; Magdalena Zolkos, for introducing me to affect; 
Andrew Murphie, for opening the worlds of media; Stephanie Springgay, 
for wise guidance and late- night bourbon; Rebecca Adelman, for finding 
joys in email; Elizabeth Stephens, for lifting up  others, me included; Ramas-
wami Harindrinath, for getting me hired (and much more); Helen Groth, for 
generous mentoring; Tessa Lunney, for laughs and lunches and always re-
membering; Nick Richardson, for unconditional cheerleading; Collin Chua, 
for knowing what to read; Caren Kaplan, for solidarity and wisdom; Anna 
Munster, for the creative energy and collaborative enthusiasm; Tanja Dreher, 
for believing that change is pos si ble; Thao Phan, for the unerring capacity 
to ask the right questions; and Greg Seigworth, for endless capaciousness.

Special thanks to the artists who generously gave permission to include 
their work: Kathryn Brimblecombe- Fox, Baden Pailthorpe, Kynan Tan, Ed-
ward Burtynsky, Grayson Cooke, Mahwish Chishty, and Yhonnie Scarce, 
whose stunning Thunder Raining Poison appears on the cover. Par tic u lar thanks 
to Noor Behram for his striking photo graph (figure 1.3), used  here  under fair 
use guidelines and (I hope) in allegiance with the politics of his work.

A book is nothing without readers, and the writing of this one is indebted 
to the time, insight, critique, and support of some remarkable ones. The 
Book Proposal Club of Astrida Neimanis and Lindsay Kelley helped build 
the framework and find the book a home at Duke. Greg Seigworth, Nathan 
Snaza, and Tanja Dreher read early, lumpy drafts of the introduction and 
made it so much stronger through their generous attention to its unformed 
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thoughts and suggestions of further reading. Anna Munster read chapter 3 
and homed in on its weakest points with unerring precision, which helped 
strengthen that chapter greatly.

Research underpinning this book— and especially chapters 1 and 3— was 
enormously assisted by Madelene Veber, who has worked with me over the 
last four years and is, among other  things, brilliant, indispensable, astute, and 
creative. I’ve no doubt that Madelene  will soon be writing acknowl edgments 
of her own.

For so many reasons, I am forever in debt to Andrew Brooks and Astrid 
Lorange, staunchest pals and wisest of readers. Both read the manuscript top to 
bottom and provided such thoughtful feedback and incisive edits. But more, 
your fierce politics, love of thought and poetry and language, your convivial 
joy in snacks, and your friendship have meant every thing. Love you. gffs.

Two anonymous reviewers read both the proposal and eventual manu-
script. Their generous, critical, and constructive engagement with the proj ect 
at proposal stage had a transformative effect on the argument, framework, and 
analy sis. Without them, this book would be much poorer, or not a book at 
all. All flaws that remain are mine alone. Thank you.

Brian Massumi and Erin Manning believed in this book from the first 
loose description at a Montreal café in the dead of winter. Brian’s work led me 
to fall for affect theory, for radical empiricism and  process philosophy, and 
for the relationality in all  things, and you  were both so welcoming to a clue-
less gradu ate student at the Into the Diagram workshop in 2011. I am truly 
honored to be published in your series, alongside so many brilliant  others.

At Duke University Press, I am immeasurably thankful to Courtney 
Berger, whose editorial wisdom and unfailingly warm support for the book 
made all the difference, editorial assistants Sandra Korn and Laura Jara-
millo, and Aimee Harrison for the stunning cover design. As all authors 
know, a huge amount of unsung work goes into making a book and getting 
it to readers. Thank you, Michael Trudeau, James Moore, Emily Lawrence, 
Chad Royal, and the rest of the production and marketing crew for your 
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and true. Daniel— I only wish you  were nearer so that we could share more 
joys together.
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